Time-resolved Kerr rotation measurements were performed in InGaAs/GaAs quantum wells nearby a doped Mn delta layer. Our magneto-optical results show a typical time evolution of the optically-oriented electron spin in the quantum well. Surprisingly, this is strongly affected by the Mn spins, resulting in an increase of the spin precession frequency in time. This increase is attributed to the variation in the effective magnetic field induced by the dynamical relaxation of the Mn spins. Two processes are observed during electron spin precession: a quasi-instantaneous alignment of the Mn spins with photo-excited holes, followed by a slow alignment of Mn spins with the external transverse magnetic field. The first process leads to an equilibrium state imprinted in the initial precession frequency, which depends on pump power, while the second process promotes a linear frequency increase, with acceleration depending on temperature and external magnetic field. This observation yields new information about exchange process dynamics and on the possibility of constructing spin memories, which can rapidly respond to light while retaining information for a longer period.
Introduction
Magnetic semiconductors can have a huge impact on the market of microelectronic devices, as long as they demonstrate magnetic ordering at room temperature and electron mobility coupled to the magnetic states 1 . While the improvement of current systems still requires large spin injection, the initial problem of low critical temperature has been solved with the demonstration of T C = 250 K in GaAs heterostructures by growing Mn delta-doped layers 2 .
Hybrid structures based on (Ga,Mn)As, combining ferromagnetic (FM) properties with the well-known technology of III-V semiconductor (SC) devices 3 , are being studied in a bid to increase the number of spin-polarized carriers in semiconductors 4 . The implementation of a Mn layer in the semiconductor leads to a strong exchange interaction between charge carriers and magnetic atoms at the SC-FM interface, forming a coupled spin system 5 . This is particularly appealing since it can be used in applications involving light control of the FM order. This system becomes even richer when the FM layer is placed close to a quantum well, allowing relatively high Curie temperature 2 and hole mobility 6, 7 . In addition, these heterostructures exhibit strong interaction between carrier spins within the quantum well and the Mn atoms, that allows data storage, as demonstrated in InGaAs/GaAs quantum wells (QWs) adjacent to a Mn delta-doped layer 8 .
The spin interactions in (Ga,Mn)As semiconductors are responsible for the ferromagnetism in these heterostructures and are usually explained by the Zener model 9, 10 . However, the strength of the sp-d interaction of the Zener model exponentially decays with distance, while previous studies on InGaAs/GaAs QWs close to Mn delta-layers have demonstrated an influence of the Mn spins on optically-oriented electron spins within QW 8, [11] [12] [13] , which is not strongly dependent on the distance between the Mn layer and the QW, raising uncertainties about the nature of this interaction.
In this study, carrier spin dynamics measurements were performed by the magneto-optical Kerr technique in InGaAs/GaAs heterostructures nearby doped with a Mn delta layer. We demonstrate the reciprocal possibility of controlling Mn spins by the excited carriers in the QW. Additionally, we observed unexpected acceleration of the spin precession frequency for the electron spins. This phenomenon was attributed to variation in the effective magnetic field produced by the alignment of Mn spins after optical excitation and successive relaxation, which is independent of electron relaxation. This suggests that holes may be responsible for this spin interaction through an effective exchange interaction, as previously observed in other hybrid structures 14 . We also show that both the initial alignment of Mn spins with photo-excited holes and the successive alignment with an external magnetic field, can be controlled by experimental parameters, such as pump power, temperature and magnetic field. Furthermore, the Mn spins in our sample respond extremely fast to optical excitation and retain their alignment for longer than the electrons spin coherence, a condition for spin memory development.
Experimental Measurements
The investigated sample was a 10 nm wide In 0.16 Ga 0.84 As/GaAs QW separated from a Mn delta-doped layer by a 4 nm spacer (Figure 1a) . The Mn deposition forms a thin Mn x Ga 1−x As layer (∼ 1 nm), where the Mn acts as an acceptor impurity, creating a two-dimensional hole gas. The Mn concentration was estimated by the deposition time as 0.3 monolayers, which may be equivalent to approximately 1.9 × 10 14 Mn/cm 2 and the Mn incorporation in the GaAs was x ≈ 2 − 6%. The hole concentration in the QW was obtained by Shubnikov-de-Hass measurements and was approximately 5 × 10 11 Mn cm −2 . Further details about the sample MOCVD growth can be obtained elsewhere [15] . The Hall effect and magnetoresistance measurements demonstrate ferromagnetic behaviour of Mn spins with Curie temperature T C ≈ 35 K. Time-resolved Kerr rotation was performed using a tunable mode-locked Ti:Sapphire laser with a pulse duration of 1 ps and repetition rate of 76 MHz. The time delay (t) between pump and probe pulses was adjusted by a mechanical delay line. The pump beam was circularly polarized by a photoelastic modulator and the probe was linearly polarized and modulated by a chopper. The polarization rotation of the reflected probe beam was detected with a balanced bridge using coupled photodiodes synchronized with pump and probe modulations. The sample was immersed in the variable temperature insert of a split-coil superconductor magnet in the Voigt geometry. The pump and probe energy was tuned to E ≈ 1.38 eV at the maximum amplitude of the Kerr signal. Figure 1b shows the excitation energy dependence of the Kerr signal. This energy is consistent with the QW transition identified by PLE measurements in reference [16] . For this energy, we observed an electron spin coherence time in the order of 1 ns, at T = 5 K, which is longer than previously reported for similar samples 11 .
The time-dependent Kerr signal shown in Figure 1c essentially has two oscillations and two exponential decays arising from electron and hole decoherence [11] [12] [13] . The following equation was used to fit experimental data:
where A e,h and T e,h 2 are the electron/hole signal amplitude and coherence time, ω and φ are the precession frequency and oscillation phase for the electron spins and t is the pump-probe time delay.
In Figure 1d , both electron and hole spin coherence times were found to decrease when the external magnetic field increased, an effect attributed to ensemble g-factor inhomogeneities. The hole precession was not taken into account for fitting due to its short coherence time and much slower spin precession frequency (Figure 1c) . The hole and electron parameters in both Figure  1c and Figure 1d were obtained from the fit of equation 1 and plotted separately.
The large signal/noise ratio allows the Kerr oscillation to be followed for a broad delay time range. Surprisingly, within this range, phase mismatching was observed between the spin precession data and the fit curve above 0.6 ns (clearer by zooming Kerr signal in this time range). This mismatching could not be resolved by the addition of any other precession, indicating that it is not a consequence of beating. It is more likely that the spin precession velocity is constantly increasing, where this could be a consequence of an increasing effective magnetic field acting on the photo-excited electron spins. This point is the main focus of the present study and is discussed in detail below.
Optical magnetization induction
In order to better understand the time evolution of the precession frequency and the phase mismatch, the time separation between consecutive maximums and minimums of the Kerr signal ∆t i = t max i − t min i were plotted as a function of the average time t av = (t max i + t min i )/2, where the position of maximums and minimums were obtained from Lorentzian fits (see inset of Figure 2 ). The time separation between peaks was converted into an instantaneous frequency ω i = 1/∆t i and depicted in Figure  2 , and indeed was not constant, showing a slightly-crescent average linear behavior. However, since the method described above is based on distance between points, it involves a correlation between consecutive points which may induce an oscillatory behavior. Also, the number of points is limited to the number of oscillations, limiting the precision of the present analysis. Thus, this provides only a rough indicator of average behaviour and, based on the unusual time evolution of the precession frequency, Eq. 1 was modified by including a linear time dependent frequency, leading to a new equation:
where ω 0 is the initial precession frequency, and α is the acceleration factor. From this new equation we can retrieve ω 0 and α from original data without the correlation between consecutive points from the previously discussed method. The linear frequency acceleration factor is sufficient to correct the phase mismatching, as evident in Figure 3 , where equally spaced vertical grids were included to highlight frequency acceleration. The time-dependent behavior of the precession frequency can be assigned to a physical phenomenon similar to that of magnetization induction in the material, as will be consistently demonstrated in the ensuing subsections. There is a strong dependence of ω 0 and α on magnetic field, temperature and pump power, related to an alignment of the Mn spins induced by the optically-oriented hole spins in the QW, which occurs when the pump pulse creates electrons and holes in the QW. The Mn spins subsequently start to precess and relax, slowly aligning along the external magnetic field. As a consequence, the electrons in the QW are subject to an increase in the transverse component of the effective magnetic field (the constant external magnetic field plus Mn exchange field in the direction of the external field) and start to precess faster. As outlined above, we assume the initial alignment of the Mn spins with the holes is a fast process compared to the subsequent alignment of the Mn spins with the external magnetic field, since no frequency reduction can be observed for short time delays in Figure 2 . Furthermore, the effective magnetic field on the photo-excited electrons seems to increase linearly even after the electron spins lose their coherence. This observation is in good concordance with reference [8] , where the effect of a circularly polarized pump on Mn spins is faster than the spectroscopy resolution and remains after exciton recombination.
The first indication that electrons do not significantly affect Mn alignment is that the linear increase of the effective magnetic field is not influenced by the exponential decay of the spin coherence. The assumption that the exchange interaction of the electrons on the Mn spins is not of sufficient strength to affect Mn alignment would explain the inconsistencies observed in previous reports [11] [12] [13] .
The explanation given above assumes that the optically-oriented hole spins interact strongly with Mn spins causing a quasi-instantaneous alignment. Moreover, the behavior of interaction strength and direction of the initial Mn spin alignment are consistent with a sp-d interaction. The reason for the much faster initial alignment is that, for a sufficiently strong pump, the effective field of the coherent holes on the Mn generates a minimum potential, deep enough to flip all Mn spins at the same time. This effective field is much stronger than the effective field generated by the Mn on the photoexcited electrons, as will be demonstrated, since Mn spins do not interact directly with electrons. Figure 2 depicts the plot of the experimental and theoretical (Eq. 2) Kerr signals for B ext = 1.25 T. The Eq. 2 fits the experimental data relatively well. From the fitting, we extracted the initial frequency ω 0 as a function of the pump power, magnetic field and sample temperature. This frequency contains the information on the initial state and interaction forces acting on it.
Initial Mn spins orientation
The model, in terms of the spin energy of the system, can be expressed as the sum of two dominant terms: (i) the interaction between Mn spins and the external magnetic field g s µ B ( S Mn · B ext ) = g s µ B S Mn B ext cos θ ; (ii) the exchange interaction between Mn spins and the photo-excited hole spins γ( S Mn · S h ) = γS Mn S h sin(θ ), where g s is the Mn g-factor, µ B is the Bohr magneton, S Mn and S h represent the sum of all Mn and hole spins, respectively, while B ext is the magnitude of the external magnetic field, θ is the angle between Mn spin and the external field direction (see inset of Figure 4) , and γ is the strength of the holes-Mn exchange spin interaction. Calculating the equilibrium angle for which the energy is lowest gives:
where we can assume that the sum of hole spins S h is directly proportional to the number of holes and, thus, to the pump power: S h = aP.
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Since the effective field of the exchange interaction of Mn spins on the photo-excited electrons is
S Mn , where g e is the photoexcited electron g-factor, and considering only the component of the effective field along the external magnetic field direction, which is the component responsible for the electron precession, gives:
S Mn cos θ .
Finally, the initial photo-excited electron spin precession frequency can be derived from 3 and 4: Figure 4 , depicts the pump-power dependence of the initial frequency ω 0 for B ext = 1.5 T. The Eq. 5 precisely fits the data of ω 0 , allowing independent extraction of the electron g-factor g e = 0.57, the effective field of the Mn spins on the photo-excited electron spins γS Mn /(g e µ B ) = 110 mT and the effective field of the photo-excited hole spins on the Mn spins as a function of pump power γa/(g s µ B ) = 1.93 T/mW. 
Spin dynamics
While ω 0 yields information about the equilibrium condition when t → 0, α can elucidate the dynamics of the system reorientation. Since α can be extracted by fitting Eq. 2 with the experimental data, its values were obtained for different applied magnetic fields, temperatures, and pump power. Figure 5 , depicts the plot of α versus B ext and temperature. This shows strong dependence on the external magnetic field (Figure 5a ), as expected, since the magnetic field acts as a restoring force. However, the observed increase of α with the temperature (Figure 5b) is apparently was unexpected. Nevertheless, this can be understood by making an analogy with the spin-lattice relaxation process observed in nuclear magnetic resonance 17, 18 . When electron spins precess around the effective magnetic field they lose coherence due to a spin-spin relaxation mechanism, characterized by the spin-spin relaxation time, T 2 . At the same time, the Mn spins relax and start to align in the direction of the static magnetic field through a spin-lattice relaxation mechanism, characterized by the spin-lattice relaxation time, T 1 . Due to the Mn spin relaxation, the transverse component of the effective magnetic field increases and tilts in the direction of the external field, increasing the electron precession frequency. Since α is the acceleration associated with the spin-lattice relaxation time, T 1 is shorter for larger α values. In this dynamic system, Mn ferromagnetism forces all Mn spins to oscillate together, preventing possible inhomogeneities in the doped layer. When the temperature is increased, new orientation states become accessible to the Mn spins which may lose their coherence much faster, tending to realign with the external field. Consequently, higher temperatures induce larger acceleration and faster decoherence rates, as observed in the study. This phenomenon occurs up to Curie temperature. 
Conclusions
In the current time-dependent magneto-optical studies of the InGaAs/GaAs QWs doped with a Mn delta-layer, there was an increase in time of the electron spin precession frequency in the QW. These results suggest that the Mn spins are affected by the pump beam, due to an interaction with photoexcited holes, and also further relax, aligning with the external magnetic field. After holes lose coherence, the Mn spins interact with the photoexcited electrons as an effective field, combining with the external field and making electrons precess faster. These two process mechanisms (Mn spin orientation with pump and further relaxation) occur at different velocities. This can explain inconsistencies observed in previous studies of the same sample between Kerr rotation and photoluminescence results [11] [12] [13] , where the Mn field strength, obtained by Kerr rotation frequency when the magnetic field tends to zero, is not sufficiently strong to explain the magnetization of the sample, measured by photoluminescence. Despite the extremely fast initial alignment of the Mn spins, the forces involved in this process can be studied and separated from the Mn effective field, assuming that the system is initially at equilibrium. Our results show that the field responsible for the initial alignment depends on the pump power and, at T = 5 K, for 1 mW, it is almost 20 times stronger than the effective Mn field. This disparity in strength, together with the time difference between the two alignment processes, also indicates that the initial alignment may not be related to a direct interaction between Mn spins and electrons in the QW, since the initial alignment remains even after the electron loses coherence. On the other hand, photoexcited holes lose coherence extremely fast, where this may be related to the initial alignment via an effective sp-d interaction.
The different time scales for the two dynamical processes are very attractive and make these structures a promising system for technological applications. The sample response for external control with light can be extremely fast, while the spin memory may be long. Apart from the particular properties of our sample, the method proposed here to explain and analyze mismatches in the fitting model can be extended to many other systems and yield relevant information about the dynamic of different spin processes.
